A graph G = (V, E) is (k, k')-total weight choosable if the following is true: For any (k, k')-totallist assignment L that assigns to each vertex v a set L(v) of k real numb ers as permissible weights, and assigns to each edge e a set L(e) of k' real numbers as permissible weights, there is a prop er L-total weighting, i.e., a mapping f : VUE --+ lR such that f(y) E L(y) for each y E VUE , and for any two adjacent vertices u and v, I: eEE(u) 
INTRODUCTION
Suppose G = (V, E) is a graph. For a vertex v of G, let E(v) be the set of edges of G incident to v, and let E* (v) = E (v) U {v} . An edge weighting of G is a mapping that assigns to each edge e of G a real number f (e). An edge weighting f induces a vertex colouring 'Pf : V -+ lR of G, defined as :eEE(v) f( e). We say f is a proper edge weighting if the induced vertex colouring 'Pf is proper, i.e., for any edge uv of G, 'Pf(u) =1= 'Pf(v) . The study of edge weighting was initiated by Karoriski, Luczak and Thomason [9] . They made an interesting conjecture: Every connected graphs G =1= K 2 has a proper edge weighting f such that f(e) E {l , 2, 3} for every edge e. A total weighting of G is a mapping f : VUE -+ JR which assigns to each vertex and each edge a real number as its weight. For a total weighting i,
f (y). A total weighting is
proper if the induced vertex colouring <Pf is proper. Przybylo and Wozniak [11, 12] studied total weighting of graphs. They conjectured that every simple graph G has a proper total weighting f such that f(y) E {1,2} for all y E VUE, and verified this conjecture for some special graphs, including complete graphs, 4-regular graphs and graphs G with x( G) :::; 3. They also proved that every simple graph G has a proper total weighting f such that f(y) E {I, 2, .. . , 11} for all y E VUE. This result was improved in [10] where it was shown f can be chosen so that f(v) E {I, 2} for every vertex v and f(e) E {1,2,3} for every edge e. The choosability version of total weighting was studied in [13] . For 
